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Foreword
In 2013, capital markets consultancy GreySpark Partners identified an opportunity
to create a new analysis-, advisory- and research-centric service offering designed
to provide buyside firms, financial technology vendors and sellside institutions with
a new form of thought leadership content. Now, the service offering – derived from
the analysis and research capabilities of GreySpark’s Capital Markets Intelligence
practice – provides all manner of global financial services industry participants with
professionally assembled and designed research outputs capable of accentuating
and competitively differentiating the unique service propositions of business and
trading models built upon dynamic, innovative software applications.
Since 2013, financial markets and services firms have increasingly found the
requisite time and resources to begin to rationalise their technology stacks. As
markets participants review their technology use strategically, they are increasingly
replacing in-house systems and incumbent vendors with innovative technology that
will allow them to better defend market share and grow revenue streams over the
medium-to-long-term. Meanwhile, challenger or start-up fintech vendors are now
presented with an exciting range of opportunities to make in-roads into new clients
and user bases.
It is paramount, therefore, that financial markets firms and technology find engaging
ways to position their products such that they capture the interest of the relevant
target client segment. GreySpark’s CMI Thought Leadership service offering
provides both constituent groups with bespoke short-form and long-form content
specifically designed to maximise the effectiveness of competitive differentiation
output to a discerning, global audience.
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Bespoke, Technology-centric Analysis &
Research for a Global, Specialist Audience
Depending on the business or
commercial strategy objectives that
they wish to mutually achieve, financial
markets firms and fintech vendors
alike require specialist research
advisory services related to:

To enable these specialist research
advisory needs, the CMI Thought
Leadership service offering drills down
into the details of the vendor / user
solutions capabilities paradigm in
order to establish the specifics of:

● The definition of a clear, commonly-held message

● What a technology product or managed service

regarding a fintech solution’s functional capabilities,
developed in a manner that is designed to clarify or
resolve mismatches in the vendor / user relationship;
● The vendor-agnostic, transparent gathering and
collaborative assembly of the necessary datapoints
required to evidence the ways in which such
mismatches of understanding impede the successful
uptake of innovative or new fintech products
designed to enhance operational efficiency by their
target users; and
● The production of specialised and professionally
designed short-form or long-form research
analysis content, published online and designed
to maximise the effectiveness of product or use
case message delivery to a targeted audience of
business-minded readers.
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can practically do or not do from both a functional
and non-functional perspective;
● For whom within the financial services technology
solutions consumer universe the product or
managed service is ideally suited, and for what
purposes; and
● How the product or managed service can be
leveraged by a financial services user base to
accentuate competitive differentiation or promote
the creation of new firm internal or client-facing
economies of scale.
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Bespoke, Technology-centric Analysis &
Research for a Global, Specialist Audience
CMI Thought Leadership can provide
technology-focused financial markets
firms and fintech vendors alike
with the independently-assembled,
neutrally-assessed data and
contextual understanding required to:

Commercially effective, durable,
impactful and long-lasting research
content outputs – CMI Thought
Leadership provides buyers of the
service with analysis and advisory that
can be used to:

● Inform product commercial positioning, functional

● Defend or make a business / commercial technology

capabilities design or technology stack integration
strategy;
● Defend or grow product or target client market
share;
● Create or grow existing or new product or client
revenue streams; and
● Showcase the full range of product-specific
functional & non-functional capabilities.
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change use case;
● Inform or educate current or prospective users of a

specific product or managed service of its benefits
and functional or non-functional capabilities;
● Market or effectively position a new or re-imagined
technology solution’s solutions benefits to a broad or
niche global or region-specific user base; and
● Enhance or revise a technology vendor or financial
markets firm’s understanding of who they could
or should be selling their product or service to,
and how to most effectively deliver that product or
service over time.
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“GreySpark’s CMI
practice provides
all manner of global
financial services
industry participants
with professionally
assembled &
designed research
outputs.”
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CMI Thought Leadership:
Features & Benefits
The features of the CMI Thought Leadership service offering are
specifically designed for use by established and start-up fintech
vendors, and it provides as a benefit comprehensive analysis and
research outputs based on an impartial analysis of any vendor
provider’s unique services proposition.
The Direct Benefits for Fintech Vendors of the CMI Thought Leadership Service
Offering Include:
● Delivery of insights that can inform product strategy;
● Assistance in defending and growing financial markets and services industry client / user
market share; and
● Showcasing of a vendor’s expertise in developing and delivering a product or managed
service to GreySpark’s proprietary research distribution network.

The Generation & Delivery
of CMI Thought Leadership
Each piece of short-form or long-form CMI Thought Leadership
content is intended for either vendor internal or solutions client- /
user-facing external consumption, which dictates the optimal form
of the research deliverable.

Examples of the types of deliverables produced by the service offering include:
● White Papers, Insight Papers & Articles – Used to spread awareness of expertise,

enhance product brand and generate sales leads – indirectly, by showcasing expertise to
a target client segment or directly, by driving ‘hot’ sales leads to the vendor’s Web site.
● Client / User Surveys – Delivering an impartial perspective on capital markets industry
thinking of a vendor’s offering or range of offerings to inform the vendor company’s
strategic thinking.
● Competitor Analyses – Facts-based advisory on the competitive positioning of an
organisation in comparison to its peers. Tailored research and analysis yield insights that
are used by clients to prioritise process improvements and investments.
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CMI Thought Leadership: Methodology
Using a proprietary methodology, GreySpark’s Capital Markets
Intelligence practice works with fintech vendors to choose the
appropriate approach to answer the research question(s) posed.
The methodology incorporates three distinct phases:

1

Scoping

2

Research

3

Collaboration to ensure that GreySpark analyst understanding of a client’s ‘ask’ are
aligned with the requirements for the form and function of the final deliverable, including:
● The development and presentation of a scoping document; and
● Feedback and iteration on the scoping document to ensure it ultimately conforms to the
requirements of the research remit.

The assembly and creation of the data-centric outputs requested or required by the
client across three forms of data gathering verticals, specifically:
● Primary Research – Including industry surveys or one-to-one interviews with
relevant domain subject matter experts;
● Proprietary Knowledge – Derived from practical, actionable information from the
wide-ranging field of experience of GreySpark’s pool of technology delivery and
implementation consultants; and
● Public Domain Information – Data and information pulled from respected
industry sources, including annual reports and other, trusted publications.

Delivery
Via a clear, simple, low-impact process of iteration and revision, CMI Thought Leadership
analysts will drive the development of the final project deliverable(s) to a point of online
publication and mass mail distribution to GreySpark’s proprietary research network.
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EXPERTS IN CAPITAL MARKETS
STRATEGY. DELIVERY. TECHNOLOGY.
GreySpark is a capital markets business, management and technology consultancy
that specialises in mission-critical areas of the industry. We assist our clients throughout
business and project lifecycles, from inception to completion, offering services in:
- Business Strategy and Operations
- Project and Programme Delivery
- Technology

WE HELPED OVER
100 CLIENTS ACROSS
4 CONTINENTS

For more information, please visit: greyspark.com

GREYSPARK’S CAPITAL MARKETS
INTELLIGENCE PRACTICE
TURNING EXPERIENCE INTO KNOWLEDGE.
GreySpark’s dedicated analysis and research team specialises in producing
high-quality industry reports, and it has extensive experience assisting industry
leaders in understanding and then developing successful strategies.
GreySpark consultants have hands-on experience in bringing improvements to
capital markets and have close relationships with capital markets decision-makers
and industry subject matter experts. This experience allows GreySpark to maintain
an overarching perspective of important changes influencing the industry enriched by
a strong track record of successful consulting work that allows early observation of
those changes before they become a reality.
Those observations are supported with quantitative and qualitative research, interviews
and surveys. GreySpark shares those observations in industry publications, where
subject matter experts comment on the impact of regulations, technology trends and
shifting e-commerce business models across the industry. Those observations are
also used in a client-specific context as a part of the firm’s overall strategy advisory
services.
For more information, please visit: greyspark.com/research
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